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Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) assisted in identifying and evaluating
foreign technologies *omeet EM needs; supported the evaluation, removal, and/
or revision of barriers to international technology and information transfer/
exchange; facilitated the integration and coordination of U.S. government inter-
national environmental restoration and waste management activities; and en-
hanced U.S. industry's competitiveness in the international environmental
technology market.

Activities

Activitieswith Former Soviet Union Underthe AuspicesofJCCEM

ANL and its contractors, primarily The Green Corporation/Environmental Plan-
ning Group (EPG), headed by Robert Colangelo, worked closely on issues related
to the existing former Soviet Union (FSU) governmental structure. After a
preliminary investigation of the environmental circumstances and organizations
present within the Russian Federation during the previous year, ANL and EPG
completed an analysis of the Russian ministries and agencies responsible for
environmental matters. This study identified the ministries with primary control
of environmental issues, identified key personnel, listed the responsibilities of
each organization, and summarized environmental legislation to the extent
possible with the given resource limitations.

Two additional projects began in FY93 and continued into FY94. The first
involves the planning, organizing, and conducting of an environmental action
conference. The conference will be held in Moscow where appropriate technologies
can be showcased and specific activities undertaken to commercialize technologies
through U.S. business participation. A detailed business plan and schedule were



prepared and presented to EM-523 for review and evaluation. The conference
will be held in September 1994 and additional funding will be provided during
FY94 to continue work on this project. Participation and sponsorship by federal
and private organizations is being sought. This task involves travel and interfacing
with several Russian organizations and bureaucracies.

The second project centered on determining the feasibility of an environmental
management information center in Moscow. Various options and strategies were
identified and presented to EM-523 for consideration. Additional options and
associated logistical and cost evaluations will be developed during FY94.

Evaluation of Foreign Technology Transfer Models

Argonne staff and contractors reviewed the German Fraunhofer Institutes and
their highly successful methods for rapid technology development and deploy-
ment. Their ability to develop and implement innovative technologies is
deserving of further study to determine how analogous processes could be
incorporated into U.S. programs. ANL submitted a report of the review to
EM-523.

Special Projects

ANL supported international technology evaluation and transfer objectives
through special projects, including the translation of several documents from
Russian into English.

Accomplishments

- Published Government Structure ofthe Russian Federation with Respect
to Environment and Energy Programs (ANL/ESD/TM-45). More than
500 copies of this report were distributed by the end of FY93.

- ANL and its contractors evaluated selected foreign technology transfer
programs and processes to be used as models for improving the technol-
ogy development, commercialization, and implementation process in
the U.S.

- ANL supplied trained individuals who completed and delivered transla-
tions to EM-523 as requested.
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Joint Participants

Argonne National Laboratory
Environmental Planning Group
Technics Development Corporation
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